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The objective of this research is to provide empirical evidence of the effect of corporate governance on the disclosure of intellectual capital in annual reports issued by the banking sector in Indonesia. This research used 36 annual reports of listed companies on Indonesian Stock Exchange (BEI) from 2004 to 2008. The research finds that on average the information of intellectual capital that is disclosed by companies in Indonesia is only 35.7%. In this case, board size, independent directors and ownership structure do not affect the intellectual capital disclosure, while the existence of management ownership is a significant variable that has a negative effect on the disclosure of the internal structure of the capital. This implies that with the ownership management in a company, the management will tend to keep information and not disclose it to outsiders. Furthermore, the findings of this paper implied that intellectual capital disclosure could be used as one of an approach to assess the sustainability of the company.
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1. Introduction

Financial reporting that focus on firm financial performance often is insufficient as performance reporting for banking sector. The inadequate is become a vexed issue, where researchers argue that management and reporting systems that has been established, gradually lost its relevance due to its incapability to provide important information for management to manage process that based on knowledge (knowledge-based process) and intangible resources (Bornemann and Leitner, 2002). Therefore, there are other information that should be informed to the user of banking financial reporting that able to explain value adding of the banking company such as innovation, systems invention, knowledge and skill of human resources, consumer relations and so on that often called as knowledge capital or intellectual capital that difficult to be informed to external company due to the absence of the accounting standard on this issue.
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Study about intellectual capital (IC) has been increasingly popular since year 1990st (Sullivan and Sullivan, 2000). Currently, intellectual capital is one of the important factors for the successfulness of an organization that get attention for the reviewing the organizations strategic as well as development’s strategic. In this century, business community around the world agreed the important of knowledge asset for the creation of firm value than physical production (Saleh et al., 2007). Intellectual capital is one significant asset in banking industry that includes human capital, structural capital, and relational capital (Li, Pike and Haniffa, 2008).

The fast development of banking industry generally followed with the complexity of bank operation that increasing the exposure of bank risk. In order to increase the bank performance, protect its shareholders, comply with regulation and ethics value that generally applied for banking industry, a bank have an obligation to manage its operation based on the corporate governance principal (Indonesian Central Bank Regulation No. 8/4/PBI/2006). The implementation of corporate governance requires the firm to more transparent, reliable, independent and increasing the firm accountability (General Rule of Corporate Governance).

Transparency as one of the aspect of corporate governance requires organization to disclose its information both mandatorily as well as voluntarily. Voluntary disclosure is depending on management decision to be included on financial statement (Zhou and Panbuyuen, 2008). Based on company’s structure, management is controlled by the board of directors who are able to influence management decisions.

The type of intellectual capital disclosure is valuable information for investors, as it can help them reducing the uncertainty of the company’s future prospect and facilitate in valuing the firm (Bukh, 2003). The failure of financial statement in informing the ability of creating value of intangible asset (Lev and Zarowin, 1999), increasing the information asymmetry between the firms and the users of the financial accounting (Healy and Palepu, 2001). This information asymmetry creates inefficiency on the resources allocation process on the capital market (Li, Pike, and Haniffa, 2008).

Some of prior researches (see: Lev, 2001; Mouritsen, Larsen, and Bukh, 2001) have been offered to disclose more about indicator non-financial investment on intangible asset. Canibano, Garcia-Ayuso and Sanchez (2000) argue that cost is associated with radical change on the accounting system that not be able to make intellectual capital intensive firm’s is more valuable. Furthermore, they argue that one approach that can be used to increase financial statement quality is by increasing voluntary disclosure of information regarding intellectual capital. Research regarding the effect of corporate governance on intellectual capital disclosure have been done by many researchers employing content analysis (see: Budiyanawati, 2009; Li et al., 2008; Cerbioni and Parbonetti, 2007).

Prior studies find that many intellectual capital disclosures are measured with the number and detail of non-mandatory information on the annual report. This information cannot be considered as a simple reference on the information quantity that has been
disclosed (Beattie, 2000; Beretta and Bozzolan, 2004). In this case, this current study used semantic properties from the information such as economic sign and outlook oriented as a proxy of the quality of intellectual capital disclosure (Cerbioni and Parbonetti, 2007).

Referring Guthrie et al. (2008) and Cerbioni and Parbonetti, (2007), this current study regressed eight disclosure indexes on corporate governance. Corporate governance in this study is proxies with four variables which are board of director, independent director, ownership structure, and management ownership. Whereas, the control variable that is used in this study to explain the firm’s level of disclosure are total asset, return on equity, leverage, growth, firm’s age, and auditor type. Hence, the research question in this study is what is the effect of corporate governance (the size of board of director, independent director, ownership structure, and management ownership) on intellectual capital disclosure?

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section two discusses the literature review along with the hypotheses development. The research method and results discussion are presented in section three and four respectively. Finally, section five presents the conclusions along with the implication of the study, the limitations and suggestions for further research.

2. Literature Review And Hypotheses Development

There are many model of intellectual capital (Brooking, 1996; Roos, Roos & Edvinsson, 1997; Stewart, 1997; Sveiby, 2001; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Bontis et al., 2000) that has been used by prior studies. However, in general there are three main construct of intellectual capital that can be identified from prior literature, which are human capital, structural capital, and customer capital. Human capital is knowledge, skill and experience that have been taken by employees when they leave a company (Starovic and Marr, 2004), which include individual knowledge about organization (Bontis, 2000) as a result of competition, behavior and intellectual smartness of those employees (Roos, Roos, Edvinsson and Dragonetti, 1997). Human capital is a combination of genetic inheritance, education, experience, and attitude about life and business (Hudson, 1993). Human capital represents individual knowledge stock regarding an organization that has been represented by the employee (Bontis et al., 2001).

Structural capital has been illustrated as what remain in the company when the employee back home at night (Petarash, 1996). Structural capital is knowledge that remains in the company which includes organization routine, procedures, systems, culture and database. Some of those structural capital is protected by law and it become an intellectual property right that legally owned by the company (Starovic and Marr, 2004).

Whereas, the main issue of customer capital is knowledge that inherence on marketing channels and customer relationship that have been developed by the organization via the operation of the business (Bontis et al., 2000). For example: image, consumers'
loyalty, consumers’ satisfaction, connection with suppliers, commercial strength, and negotiation capability with financial entities and activities environment (Starovic and Marr, 2004).

Based on Cerbioni and Parbonetti’s (2007) study, intellectual capital disclosure is a complex and multidimensional concept. This means that to provide more qualified intellectual capital disclosure is not only from the availability of information content regarding with the intellectual capital but it also have to understand the meaning of those information. Thus, the current study uses semantic properties which include economic sign and outlook orientation as a framework of intellectual capital as it can be seen in Table 1 below. Economic sign communicate the effect that is been expected from intellectual capital owned by the company on the company’s performance, while outlook orientation communicates the company’s view about the intellectual capital.

Nasution and Setiawan (2007) state corporate governance is a concept that has been proposed to increase firm’s performance through supervision or monitoring performance management and guarantee the management accountability on stakeholder based on a set of rules. The concept of corporate governance has been proposed to reach the company managerial that more transparent for all financial statements users. If the concept is applied well then it is expected that the economic growth will rise sustainably in line with the better of the company managerial transparency that eventually have a benefit for many parties. Corporate governance system provides effective protection for investor and creditor so that they confident to gain return from their investments.
Table 1
Intellectual Capital Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual</td>
<td>Internal Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Intellectual Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corporate Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information/Networking Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Licensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entrepreneurial Spirit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semantic Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Sign</th>
<th>Positive: Intellectual capital information that has a positive economic impact.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative: Intellectual capital information that has a negative economic impact.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outlook Oriented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Forward-looking: Forward-looking information about intellectual capital, which was obtained with the same methodology by considering the phrase “future oriented” (Cerbioni and Parbonetti, 2007, p. 22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Historical: Historical information about intellectual capital, which refers to the score obtained if the information being considered was based on past events. “(Cerbioni and Parbonetti, 2007, p. 22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Modification between Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) and Guthrie et al. (2008)

Rachmawati and Triatmoko (2007) argue that there are four corporate governance mechanism that often been used by many studies (see for example: Cerbioni and Parbonetti, 2007) which are audit committee, independent directors, institutional ownership, and managerial ownership. Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) state that company will try to reduce agency cost through effective monitoring especially in regard with corporate governance and voluntary disclosure. Corporate governance and voluntary disclosure are two things that are able in increasing the protection for investor that result a more efficient market. The corporate governance mechanism on the company is expected to be able to increase the quality and quantity of voluntary disclosure regarding the information of intellectual capital.

The Size of Board of Directors

The number of the board of director members of the company can influence the level of disclosure since the level of disclosure is a strategic decision that have been made by the company's board of directors. As part of the highest management level, the job of
the board of directors is formulated company’s strategy and policy that will be followed by managers. In this case, there is still question arise whether the more the company’s board of director members, the more decrease the information asymmetry (Chen and Jaggi, 2000). The size of the board of directors with a variety of characteristics such as education background and skill have better ability to distribute the work load (Klein, 2006; Anderson, Mansi, and Reeb, 2004), have better opinion (Hermalin and Weisbach, 2003), be able to increase decision making quality, more represented the shareholder, and erase CEO domination (Zhou and Chen, 2004).

There are empirical results when the size of the board of director is small, the monitoring quality will be better (Yermack, 1996) because the agency problem will increase in line with the size of the board of director of the company (Conger et al., 1998). Yermack (1996) find that there is a negative correlation between market value and the size of board of director. Jensen (1993) state that when the number of board of directors is seven or eight, they will function less effective and easy for the CEO to control them. While Conger, Finegold, and Lawler (1998) argue that to become ‘empowered board’ the board of directors must be small enough to create a cohesive group. Therefore, the hypothesis that will be tested is:

H$_1$: There is a negative relationship between the sizes of the board of directors on the intellectual capital disclosure level.

**Proportion of Independent Directors**

The proportion of independent directors is a control mechanism, not only to ensure the company acting for interest of shareholder, but also for other stakeholder by providing the more information regarding the activities and firm’s performance (Tricker quoted on Haniffa and Cooke, 2005). This argument is in line with what Eng and Mak (2003) who state that independent directors able to more influence the company to disclose more information for outside investors. According to agency theory, the independent directors are able to increase the effectiveness of the board of directors (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).

Studies by Haniffa and Cooke (2005) and Hossain (2008) find the substitute relationship between information disclosure and independent directors. Nasir and Abdullah (2004); Lim, Matolcsy, and Chow (2007) find that there is significant positive relationship between independent directors and information disclosure. While, Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) find that independent directors have positive impact on internal capital disclosure. Li et al., (2008) also find that there are significant positive relationship between independent directors and intellectual capital disclosure. Hence, the hypothesis that will be tested is:

H$_2$: There is a positive relationship between independent directors on the intellectual capital disclosure.
Ownership Structure

Ownership structure is the percentage of ownership company's stock owned by an institution. The increase of the institution ownership requires the increase of controlling on the company's management and reducing the probability of management to disclose information only from the management point of view. There is an increase probability of information disclosure on the company with ownership that split into small portion (Hossain et al., 1994). This view shows that there is a positive relationship between institution's stock ownership and the level of intellectual capital disclosure. Therefore, the hypothesis that will be tested is:

H₃: There is a positive relationship between ownership structures on the intellectual capital disclosure level.

Management Ownership

Management ownership is the existence or the absence of stock owned by management on the company. The level of information disclosure will be reduced when there is management ownership because the requirement of information disclosure is also decreased (Chau and Gray, 2002). The management ownership as one of corporate governance variable is very significant with a facts that investment scenario in East Asia is owned and controlled by the same parties (La-Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny, 2000; Tan, 2000; Ho and Wang, 2001).

According to Ho and Wong (2001), a person who holds two roles together will tend to keep information and not to disclose it to outside parties. While Fama and Jensen (1983) argue that when a person holding as a chairman and CEO, it can be sure that he/she will tend to take side on management than on stockholder. The study by Ho and Wong (2001) find the negative (but not significant) relationship between dominant personality and voluntary disclosure. Thus, the hypothesis that will be tested is:

H₄: There is a negative relationship between management ownership on intellectual capital disclosure.

Control Variable

The probability of bias due to other factors can be avoided by employing control variable as measurement validity (Bryman and Bell, 2007). In this current study, the control variables used are total asset, return on equity (ROE), leverage, market to book value (growth), firm’s age, and auditor type.

The first control variable is firm's size with natural logarithm total asset (LnTA), that adopted from Ho and Wong (2001), Eng and Mak (2003), Gul and Leung (2004) studies. The second control variable is company's performance that measured with ROE. The company's performance is an important aspect since company that performs well that shown with the high level of profitability has positive relationship with
company’s disclosure (Singhvi and Desai, 1971; Kahl and Belkaoui, 1981; Wallace and Nasser, 1995; and Hosain, 2008). In this current study, ROE is measured by comparing net income with total equity.

Leverage is the third control variable in this current study. Following Eng and Mak (2003), Lakhal (2003), Swartz and Firer (2005), leverage is used as ratio of liability to total assets. The forth control variable is market-to-book ratio (growth) with measured using the comparison of market value and equity book value. Company with high growth uses information disclosure as a method to differentiate the potential information until the asymmetry information between management and investor (Cerbioni and Parbonetti, 2007). The fifth control variable is firm’s age that can be measured by the years since the firm operated (Hossain, 2008). Owusu-Ansah (1998) and Akhtaruddin (2005) state that company’s disclosure is affected by the age which includes development and growth phase. The last control variable is auditor type. The use of auditor type (Indonesian BIG4 auditor type) has been done by Eng and Mak (2003); Lim et al. (2007); and Hossain and Taylor (2007). Hossain and Taylor (2007) examine the relationship between company’s characteristics (banking companies) and information disclosure. They find that there are positive relationship between those two factors and audit firm.

**Conceptual Framework**

Based on the discussion above, this current study aim is to test the corporate governance (the size of board of directors, independent directors, ownership structure, and ownership management) on the level of intellectual capital in banking sector in Indonesia. The conceptual framework in this study is presented in Figure 1 below.

**Figure 1**

**Conceptual Framework**

```
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- Independent directors proportion
- Ownership structure
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```
3. Research Method

Sampling Procedure

This study uses archival research method to address the research question and to test the hypotheses developed. This study is carried out over all banking sectors in that have been listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEI). The sampling method in this study is purposive sampling with criteria as follows:

1. Banking sector listed on Indonesian Stock Exchange (BEI).
2. Publish annual report between years 2004 to year 2008 on BEI’s website.
3. The company is not on the process of law dispute on the beginning of this study started.
4. The annual report is accessible.
5. The annual report has complete information needed in this study.

To analyse the intellectual capital disclosure, the study uses content analysis method. The method conducted by reading the annual report of each sample companies and makes a coding for each information based on the intellectual capital indicator framework in Table 1. This study applies the weighted coding as used by Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) with intellectual capital framework modified from Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) and Guthrie et al. (2008). The formula is:

\[ ICDI = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} d_i}{M} \]

Where: ICDI is intellectual capital disclosure index. \( d_i \) is attribute i, where a sentence is coded with score 2 if IC disclosure provide quantitative information; with a score of 1 if it provide qualitative information; with a score of 0 if it provide no information or containing general assumptions (such as: “we strongly believe that …”) or the information has been disclosed before. This zero score is to avoid the possibility of adding more sentences on the annual report to get additional disclosure score. \( M \) is maximum score for each firm.

Data Analysis Method

Regression is employed to test the hypotheses in order to ascertain the relationship of each independent variable to the dependent variable of interest. The regression model in this study is presented below:

\[ ICDI_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 SIZE + \beta_2 IND + \beta_3 OWN\_STRUC + \beta_4 OWN\_MGT + \beta_5 LN\_TA + \beta_6 ROE + \beta_7 LEV + \beta_8 GROWTH + \beta_9 AGE + \beta_{10} AUDT + e \]

Note:

\[ ICDI_i = \text{intellectual capital disclosure index} \]
Falikhatun, Aryani & Prabowo

SIZE = size of board of directors
IND = independent directors proportion
OWN_STRUC = ownership structure
OWN_MGT = ownership management
LnTA = natural logarithm of total asset
ROE = return on equity
LEV = leverage
GROWTH = company’s growth
AGE = company’s age
AUDT = auditor type (Indonesian Big 4)
\( \beta_0 \) = intercept
\( \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_{10} \) = regression coefficient
e = error.

4. Results and Discussion

The final sample that fulfills the criteria set in this study is 36 annual reports. The results of the hypothesis testing are presented in Table 2 and the discussions are presented below.

Hypotheses 1

Based on the results on Table 2, this study find that all of the intellectual capital disclosure models have significant t-value for the size of board of directors greater than the significance level. It means that this study do not find the relationship between the size of board of directors and intellectual capital disclosure, hence \( H_1 \) is failed to be supported by the data in this study.

This study is not in line with the study by Jensen (1993) that argues when the board of directors consists of seven or eight people; they will function less effective and easier for CEO to control them. This study is also contradict with Conger et al. (1998) who found that to become “empowered board”, the board of directors must small enough to create a cohesive group. Both of studies stated that with the small size of board of directors then it will function more effective and this current study fail to support that claim (SIZE mean = 4.94). Thus, this current study has not able to explain the relationship between the size of board of directors and the level of intellectual capital in banking sector that listed in BEI.

However, this current study in line with the studies by Lakhal (2003), and Nasir and Abdullah (2004), that also do not find the relationship between the board size and voluntary disclosure. The possible explanation that there is no relationship between the size of board of directors and intellectual capital disclosure especially in banking sector listed in BEI perhaps due to the number of board of directors has not shown serious attention on the intellectual capital rather the existence of the board of directors are only focused on the company’s performance.
Hypotheses 2

It can be seen from Table 2, this study find that all of the intellectual capital disclosure models have significant t-value for the independent directors greater than the significance level. It means that this study do not find the relationship between the independent directors and intellectual capital disclosure, hence \( H_2 \) is failed to be supported by the data in this study.

This current study is in line with Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) study that state there is positive relationship between independent directors and internal capital structure disclosure. This study is also in line with Li et al. (2008) that find a significant positive relationship between independent directors and intellectual capital disclosure. This result is perhaps due to the weakness of the corporate governance practice in Indonesia. As Mintara (2008) find a fact that there is no obligation for the company listed on BEI to disclose the condition and structure of corporate governance especially regarding the responsibility and the independency of the directors. Further possible explanation is perhaps although Indonesian Stock Exchange is already have a regulation about the number of independent directors, however, practically there is absent mechanism regarding how stockholders vote the independent directors. Therefore, although the independent directors exist but there is no information regarding how those directors have been chosen. That condition give more opportunity for many parties to practice collusion, corruption and nepotism, such as voting independent director member who has family relationship with company’s board of director. This results a very weak application of corporate governance, since this insider transaction, fraud, and so forth worsen the corporate governance. The weakness of the corporate governance affects the information disclosure as part of transparency which is one of corporate governance principle.

Hypotheses 3

From Table 2, this study find that all of the intellectual capital disclosure models have significant t-value for the ownership structure greater than the significance level. It means that this study do not find the relationship between the ownership structure and intellectual capital disclosure based on the eight intellectual capital disclosure model. Therefore, \( H_3 \) do not supported by the data in this study.

This study do not confirm the results of Hossain et al. (1994) study that find information disclosure perhaps will be increase on the company with spilt ownership. Again, the weakness of corporate governance practice in Indonesia perhaps is one of the explanations of this phenomenon. As Mintara (2008) state that on many cases often there is phenomenon where managers and directors are immune to the responsibility for stakeholder. The higher the institution ownership is not enough to conduct better transparency (in this case the information disclosure) in a company. This causes the weakness of disclosure practice and ineffectiveness of information disclosure in the company.
Table 2
Summary of Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual Capital Disclosure</th>
<th>Semantic Properties of Intellectual Capital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple Linear Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant) Coefficients</td>
<td>-0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of board directors Coefficients</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent directors Coefficients</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership structure Coefficients</td>
<td>-0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership management Coefficients</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Natural Total Assets</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.052)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return On Equity Coefficients</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage Coefficients</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth Coefficients</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm’s Age Coefficients</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. t</td>
<td>(0.31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max VIF: 9.843935894

*** significant at the 0.01 level, ** significant at the 0.05 level, * significant at the 0.10 level. ICDI: Intellectual Capital Disc. Index; InCD: Internal Cap. Disclo; ExCD: Externai Cap Disclo; HuCD: Human Cap Disclo; ICD Pos: Intellectual Cap Disclo Positif; ICD-Negatif; ICD-FL/ICD- Forward Looking; ICD_H : ICD- Historical.

Source: secondary data that has been processed
Hypotheses 4

As it can be seen in Table 2, this study finds that all of the intellectual capital disclosure models (except regarding the internal capital structure disclosure) have significant t-value for the ownership management greater than the significance level. It means that this study find the relationship between the ownership management and internal capital structure disclosure with negative coefficient and significant value of 0.07 (significant at α=10%), while other seven models fails to support the hypothesis that there are relationship between ownership management and intellectual capital disclosure. Therefore, $H_4$ is supported by the data in this study (only in the case of the total internal capital structure disclosure).

This current study in line with Ho and Wong (2001) study that argue a person who holds two jobs together tend to keep information and prefer not to disclose it to other parties. This study also confirm Fama and Jensen (1983) study that state when a person hold as chairman and CEO, it is expected that he/she will tend to take management side than stockholder side. The coefficient of ownership management shows negative value on the total of internal capital structure disclosure. Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) argue that information disclosure regarding internal capital structure only notice by management and external stakeholder will not detect it if management decides not to disclose it. It can be concluded in this current study that the existence of ownership management influence the decrease of the number of information disclosure about internal capital structure. This is possible since the information is regarding as not relevance for management that owned the company.

Control Variable Tests

The results of control variable examination are discussed as follows. The first control variable is total assets (LnTA) has significant t-value of 0.052 (model 1); 0.007 (model 3); and for other six models the t-value are greater than the level of significance level. Model 1 and 3 have positive coefficient value. Therefore, it can be concluded that total assets (TA) has positive significant effect on the level of intellectual capital disclosure and has positive significant with the level of α=1% on the total of external capital structure disclosure. This results in line with the studies by Ho and Wong (2001), Eng and Mak (2003), Gul and Leung (2004), that find positive relationship between firm size with the level of information disclosure. The coefficient of total assets shows positive value on total intellectual capital disclosure and total external capital structure disclosure. It can be implied that the greater the firm size, the higher the level of intellectual capital disclosure and external capital structure disclosure on annual report published by the company. This in line with Mujiono (2004) who stated that company with total assets greater tend to disclose more information compare with those with smaller total assets. The bigger company much more has products diversity and operates in many locations, including overseas.

The second control variable that is company performance (ROE) has significant t-value greater than the level significance for all models. This means that this study do not find any relationship between company’s performance with the eight models of intellectual capital disclosure. This results are contradict with the studies by Singhvi and Desai (1971), Kahl and Belkaoui (1981), Wallace and Nasser (1995) and Hossain (2008), that find profitability has positive influence on company disclosure.
The third control variable which is total liability over total equity (leverage) has significant t-value of 0.09 (model 5), while other seven models shows significant t-value greater than the significance level. The model 5 has positive coefficient. Hence, it can be inferred that leverage has significant positive effect ($\alpha=10\%$) on total information which has positive effect on intellectual capital disclosure. This result contradict with Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) who stated that there is no relationship between leverage and total information that have positive effect on intellectual capital disclosure. Leverage coefficient shows positive value on information total that has positive effect on intellectual capital. This means that the greater the level of company leverage, then the information disclosure will tend to be good news about intellectual capital. Company liability is one of mechanism in combining management and stockholder interest, as liability provide signal about company financial condition to fulfil its obligation. As the leverage of the company greater and in order to not increase the market concern and financial problem, the management tends to disclose information about the good news.

The fourth control variable which is market-to-book ratio (growth) has significant t-value greater than the significance level for all models. It can be inferred that this study do not find any relationship between market-to-book ratio and all of the eight model of intellectual capital disclosure. This result is not in line with Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) study that found company with high growth used information disclosure as one of method to connect potential different information between management and investor.

The fifth control variable which is firm age has significant t-value greater than significance level for all of the models. This means that this study fail to find any relationship between firm age with all of the eight models intellectual capital disclosure. This finding is in line with Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) study that found no relationship between firm age with information total that negatively affect intellectual capital.

The last control variable which is auditor type has significant t-value of 0.054 (model 3) and the other seven model have significant t-value greater than the significance level. Model 3 has negative coefficient. Thus, it can be concluded that auditor type has significant negative influence ($\alpha=10\%$) on total external capital structure disclosure. This result is in line with Craswell and Taylor (1992) that stated there is no relationship between audit type and voluntary disclosure. Zhou and Panbunyuen (2008) argue that auditor Big 4 will have more role on the company’s accomplishes of mandatory disclosure. The coefficient of auditor type shows negative value on the total of external capital structure disclosure and total intellectual capital disclosure in regard with historical views. This means that the existence of auditor Big 4 that audit the company, it can reduce the total of intellectual capital disclosure regarding external capital structure.

5. Summary and Conclusions

From the hypothesis tests show that: (1) the size of board of directors as a proxy of corporate governance does not have effect on intellectual capital disclosure. This finding is not in line with the studies by Jensen (1993), and Conger, et al. (1998). However, this study is confirmed the prior studies done by Lakhal (2003) and Nasir and Abdullah (2004); (2) independent directors as a proxy of corporate governance does not affect the intellectual capital disclosure. This finding is not in line with the studies by Cerbioni and Parbonetti (2007) and Li et al. (2008); (3) ownership structure as a proxy of corporate governance does not affect the intellectual capital disclosure. This finding is not in line with the study by Hossain et al. (1994); (4) ownership management as a proxy of corporate
governance does negatively influence the internal capital structure disclosure. This finding confirms the studies by Fama and Jensen (1983) and Ho and Wong (2001).

In regard with the hypothesis finding, this study find that in banking sector in Indonesia that listed in BEI, the size of board of directors, independent directors composition, and ownership structure do not have influence on intellectual capital disclosure. The possible explanation of this finding is the weakness of the implementation of corporate governance in Indonesia and the small attention of the company on intellectual capital. The existence of corporate governance is mainly to comply with Bapepam regulation and only focus on the company operation performance. Furthermore, the existence of ownership management on the company will has impact on reducing the number of information disclosure in regard of internal capital structure. This perhaps due to that those information is seen as not relevant for the managers who hold ownership of the company.

This study has several implications which include: (1) theoretical implication; and (2) practical implication. From a theoretical perspective, this study is expected to become a reference for further research on intellectual capital and corporate governance. While from practical point of view, this finding of this study is expected to provide information for Bapepam to develop regulation to increase the implementation of corporate governance in banking industry in Indonesia.

As with other empirical studies, however, this research also has some limitations. However, apart from the limitations of the study, this research provides the opportunity for future research. The limitations and the opportunity for further research associated with this study are as follows: (1) this study is only employ the size of board of directors, the independent directors, the ownership structure, and ownership management as proxies of corporate governance. Further research can be done using other proxies of corporate governance such as corporate governance index; (2) in the beginning, this study employ another independent variable which is the existence of audit committee as a proxy of corporate governance. However, the result shows constant value or in other word each company has an audit committee. Therefore, further research that can be done is using other elements or characteristics of audit committee, not the existence of committee audit itself, such as the proportion of audit committee from independent parties; (3) other further research that can be done is using another proxy of independent directors, for example, the number of directors meeting that attended by independent directors on one year; (4) finally, it is suggested that further research using longer research period and examines other variable that effected intellectual capital disclosure, such as the factors to uphold the law as often used in similar research in Europe.
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